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Semantic Cache deals in both semantic descriptions as well as the results of 
previous queries providing improved efficiency. The semantic cache is an 
active research domain due to its novel ideology and advantages. The 
proposed framework is formulated based on the extensive study in the 
domain of semantic cache in general and in the study of framework for 
semantic cache in particular. About all the previous works contributed to the 
domain knowledge, but the certain raised issues still needed to be addressed. 
For the proposed framework, about all factors involving semantic caching 
systems are explored. The novelty of the proposed framework lies in the 
deep modular approach. The proposed framework, described at the detailed 
level, may present guidance for future works on semantic cache systems. 
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1. Introduction 

*The paradigm shift of local systems to network 
and then the evolution of World Wide Web has 
changed the shape of computing and standard of 
resource sharing. The use of databases turned to 
very large databases and then XML became the de 
facto standard of data representation, storage and 
exchange.  XML has the capacity to represent all 
sorts of information and can store in XML documents 
and then can query those documents that can be 
queried using advanced query languages like XPath 
and XQuery. Processing of such XML queries can be 
time consuming as these involves navigating through 
the hierarchical structure of XML usually known as 
an XML tree. These query languages target both the 
value of the data items in the XML documents as well 
as the structure of it. An XML query can be taken as 
set of queries progressively targeting the database. It 
starts from the root node of the XML tree and then 
filtering up to certain node selecting on the basis of 
the structure of the tree as well as matching the 
predicates. As efficiency is always our major issue 
thus it also remained the main performance 
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requirement when retrieval of XML data is 
concerned as a result of a query.  This requirement 
resulted in the research of many other fields, 
including the query caching techniques. Caching is 
regarded to play an important role in distributed 
databases, client-server databases, and web-based 
information systems due to the fact that slow remote 
servers and high traffic flow can cause long delays in 
delivering the answers. The query caching 
techniques, then result into the current form of 
semantic cache.  For a XML database, semantic cache 
maintains materialized views which are a 
combination of evaluated queries as well as the 
relative result node sets (Feng et al., 2007).  

There are a few key issues regarding semantic 
caches. First, the client maintains the semantic 
description of the data in cache. This information is 
used by the query processing to determine which 
part is already available in the cache and which is 
needed to be fetched from the server.  Second, the 
information is stored in the form of regions such that 
the set of related tuples is stored in the same region. 
So such information is retrieved in a collected 
manner.  Lastly, these semantic regions help in 
avoiding large storage capacities as these are helped 
by maintaining proper and necessary information 
within the semantic cache with the help of 
replacement algorithms (Dar et al., 1996). There has 
been a lot of work done in the domain of semantic 
cache since its introduction, various frameworks 
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have been presented with certain advantages and 
raising some issues as well. 

This paper has been presented in the following 
layout. After introduction, the related works 
regarding framework of the semantic caches have 
been mentioned with the brief introduction. Then 
the proposed comprehensive framework has been 
proposed with detailed discussion of modules and 
also the certain services introduced within those 
modules.  Then the proper labeled figure of the 
proposed framework is given before concluding the 
paper. Due to shortage of space, many preliminary 
concepts and terminologies have not been specified 
in the introductory part but all such terms and 
concepts can be found including (Balmin et al., 2004; 
Brunkhorst and Dhraief, 2005) for better 
understanding of the domain knowledge and 
problem definition and overall concepts used in the 
paper.  

2. Related work 

A lot of work regarding the concept of Semantic 
Cache is found. Earlier works were mainly focused 
on the semantic caching of the relational database 
systems (Yang et al., 2003; Xu, 2015; Luo and 
Naughton, 2001; Godfrey and Gryz, 1999). An 
excellent survey regarding relational databases 
based semantic cache explores the works with their 
novelty as well weak points providing guidance for 
future research guidelines (Lee and Chu, 1999). But 
with the advent of XML replacing conventional 
relational databases, the paradigm of research on the 
domain of semantic Cache has shifted from relational 
database-backed semantic cache to XML based 
semantic cache (Amiri et al., 2003; Ahmad et al., 
2008; Abiteboul et al., 2006; Balmin et al., 2004).  

Let us now briefly introduce the works done 
regarding the framework of semantic caches. The 
framework for XML querying by caching frequent 
query pattern by mining online queries was 
presented. It introduced four query relationships, 
i.e., exact query matching, semantic matching, exact 
containment and semantic containment (Hristidis 
and Petropolous, 2002). A novel framework for the 
semantic cache for secure XML query answering was 
proposed that explored the joint of the semantic 
caching technique with secure constraints (Feng et 
al., 2007). Then (Bei et al., 2007) proposed the 
framework for semantic caching of XML databases. It 
proposed specialized methods like indexing and 
broadening of semantic regions for optimal and 
efficient use of semantic cache. Another framework 
was introduced for maintaining and using semantic 
cache of query results which are materialized views 
used for query processing. It provides a way for 
efficient cache lookup by using a novel technique of 
view selection (Hamid and Khan, 2005). Semantic 
caching architecture for Peer to Peer networks was 
discussed that mainly emphasized on the size of 
content for retrieval from the cache, but it does not 
provide an efficient query matching technique 
(Mandhani and Suciu, 2005). Another novel 

framework for the semantic cache system was 
presented that offered representation system of 
cached XML data, a new algorithm for semantic 
query matching, and also to incrementally 
maintaining the cached XML data (Brunkhorst and 
Dhraief, 2007). There has been growing concern 
regarding the efficiency of the overall semantic 
caching systems and also lesser time for query 
processing is desirable. A semantic caching 
architecture favoring faster semantic matching in the 
overall query processing system was presented 
(Chen et al., 2002). It enhanced the existing systems 
and shown the mapping of a hierarchical indexing 
scheme for the case study to depict the execution of 
architecture. But the main focus of the proposed 
architecture was for heterogeneous and distributed 
multi-databases like data warehouses and grids. 
Another framework can be found in (Liang and Feng, 
2010) proposed system for efficient caching of the 
broad class of XML queries targeting the XML 
databases. It organizes the cached data in the form of 
modification of the incomplete tree, which depicts 
properties of incremental maintenance, containment 
decidability and remainder generation in an efficient 
manner. 

We find an effective scheme (Khan and Malik, 
2012) for querying metadata that takes into account 
the target resources in forward, backward as well as 
in the middle of the RDQL query to answer various 
types of RDQL queries, in particular, the ones based 
on the sub-query concepts. Another low-cose and 
efficient processing algorithm (Bao et al., 2015) is 
found based on novel features of distinguish-ability 
and the type of target node to detect and solve the 
“MisMatch” problem using keyword based search in 
XML. This portable and lightweight algorithm also 
generates useful suggestions and explanations to 
users. Woensel and Casteleyn (2016) proposed a 
query service that dynamically identifies caches and 
retrieves the semantic contents relevant to the 
query. The service supports integrated and dynamic 
querying of the semantic data, for instance, RDF files 
or embedded semantics in the annotated web pages. 
The modern distributed systems for query 
processing need to balance the query loads and 
leverage the caches results to maximize the system 
throughput. The survey (Qureshi et al., 2013) 
provides valuable insights in learning various types 
of semantic search modes and the behavior of 
existing semantic search engines. Another work 
(Eom et al., 2015) proposed scheduling policies in 
the context of distributed query processing. The 
policies are based on the dynamic details of caching 
infrastructure for distributed systems and apply the 
statistical prediction techniques into scheduling 
policies for query processing. Using a single tool to 
access and retrieve geospatial data on the web 
would a relief for the researchers. However, the 
challenges are the diverse data sources and the 
heterogeneous formats. The authors in (Tian and 
Huang, 2012) integrated the specifications and 
standards of Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and 
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration 
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(UDDI) respectively to tackle these challenges. 
Semantic search has proved to be the next 
generation of search paradigm. One of the scalable, 
open-source frameworks “Mímir” proposed. (Tablan 
et al., 2015) supports complex queries for semantic 
search and knowledge inference from formal text 
documents, linguistic annotations and document 
structures; concept-based search algorithm (Sah and 
Wade, 2016) for data web where query results 
relating to a concept are categorized. The results are 
personalized based on when user explores a 
particular concept. On the other hand, the authors 
(Ristoski and Paulheim, 2016) investigated various 
approaches based on integrating semantic web with 
knowledge discovery and the data mining processes 
to show the importance of linked open data for the 
recommender systems. A method based on many 
knowledge resources (KRs) for semantic search and 
annotation in target corpus (Berlanga et al., 2015). 
The method depends on a statistical framework 
where corpus documents and the KR concepts are 
uniformly represented using models of statistical 
language. Xu et al. (2015) proposed a semantic 
method to design XML views and the relational data 
using conceptual models. The method transforms the 
data of one model into another via transformation 
rules derived from the conceptual models. Peng et al. 
(2016) proposed an algorithm for the processing of 
SPARQL queries in distributed systems for large-
scale RDF graphs. The algorithm has two major 
functions; (1) partial evaluation in the form of local 
partial and (2) centralized as well as distributed 
assembly of the partial answers. The allegorical 
nature and unique style of the Holy Quran makes it 
difficult to search using keywords. The authors in 
(Khan et al., 2013) applied SPARQL Queries and the 
ontology based concepts of th semantic web to 
analyze the role and importance of ontology in the 
context of semantic web. MIIB (Khan et al., 2015) is 
an effective framework to identify the top influential 
bloggers using the properties of bloggers and the 
blogging networks. MIIB is based on blogger 
popularity and productivity in a blogging community 
as well as the importance of the blogging community. 

3. Proposed framework 

The proposed model has been designed at a sub-
modular level, that is the proposed framework has 
been designed one level into specific modules, then 
the modules have been decomposed into 
independent services to accomplish dedicated tasks. 

3.1. Query management module 

The importance of the query composition in 
modern techniques of information retrieval and 
search engines is well known. The semantic search 
engines have adopted the concept of advanced 
options as well as use of wizard for complex query 
formulation (Bashir et al., 2007; Hristidis and 
Petropoulos, 2002); semantic caching of XML 
databases. Three different ways for query input from 

user are proposed. For basic users, simple text input 
is easy and straight forward option, while for 
advanced level user, there may list of options and 
preferences for complex query formulation. These 
options may include certain conditions. For expert 
level user, the option at that level can even the 
choice of selecting of Node, Element, attribute and 
predicate can also is taken as input. This will help 
him to be precise and thus specific result extraction 
from the semantic cache can be ensured. 

3.2. Query  

This is module to better manage the poor form of 
semantic cache query. As the level of query id 
diverse thus semantic query optimizer can optimize 
the query with certain alterations for preprocessing 
options. Semantic query merging service can merge 
the different options of complex query into one 
query and also different options of expert level query 
checks the linkage of various options of an element, 
attribute, predicate etc. with one another. The 
semantic Query parsing service helps in managing 
the query overall. 

3.3. Query decomposition module 

As the xml based structure consists of a variety of 
ingredients, thus decomposition of the query into 
sub parts level so that matching and searching can 
be attained in a better way. Semantic schema pattern 
evaluator matches the query to the xml data found in 
the semantic cache, thus this helps in defining the 
generation of probe query and remainder query, two 
separate parts generated from a client query. Probe 
query is the one which extracts the related part of 
the result set already present in the local cache while 
remainder Query is the one that fetches the missing 
part or in other words non-cached part (Majid et al., 
2013). It is proposed to introduce the concept of 
finding overlapping evaluator modules that can find 
the portion of xml tree that looks for the part of xml 
tree that looks for the part of xml tree that has 
already been searched and thus that portion can help 
us making short to the probe query and thus already 
existing data in Xml semantic cache can be fetched 
directly. 

3.4. The semantic cache 

The semantic cache is the core module that 
contains the xml based semantic cache, as well the 
xml cache query engine and the essential semantic 
cache management part. The XML based semantic 
cache contains the cached data in XML format. XML 
cache query engine interacts with semantic cache 
management module within the semantic cache. In 
addition, it has the role of interacting with the query 
decomposer regarding probe query and also it deals 
with the cache-memory transfer management 
service as explained later. The semantic cache 
management module is a collection to three more 
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modules named as the Replacement manager, 
Index/Semantic Index manager and Semantic Region 
Manager.  The Replacement manager has the role of 
replacement of xml data from semantic cache to 
memory. Various replacement strategies are used, 
including least recently used, most recently used, etc. 
In conventional systems, the content is usually based 
on the concepts of temporal locality or spatial 
locality. Temporal locality is the characteristic that 
items of the content have recently been referenced 
and there is a probability that these items will be 
used in near future queries. So, as evident from the 
concept that LRU uses temporal locality. Spatial 
locality is the characteristic that is based on tuples 
clustering concepts where the related tuples to 
pages are clustered in static form. So if an item has 
been referenced then it is supposed that the next 
near future queries will be from the items of the 
tuples of the same cluster; related from the items of 
the cluster. It is proposed that such an algorithm 
should be based on the Semantic Locality. Semantic 
locality is modified form of spatial locality as it is 
dynamic in nature as it adapts itself with respect to 
pattern of queries. Indeed, the use of dynamic in 
nature of semantic locality is more efficient than 
static spatial locality or traditional temporal locality. 
The use of partial replacement instead of total 
replacement has also proven to be important 
phenomenon. In this technique, un-important XML 
fragments are replaced while retaining useful XML 
fragments within the semantic cache (Nakatoh et al., 
2003). It is proposed that Index for xml based 
semantic can be maintained not in simple tree, but 
also using numeric based tree computation or suffix 
tree as the work (Chidlovskii and M. Borghoff, 2000). 
Semantic Regions are like pages which are 
associated with set of tuples. Semantic Region 
provides a means for the cache manager to collect 
information about multiple tuples. It is proposed 
here that aggregated information should be 
maintained in the semantic region. The Semantic 
region may consist of two parts, semantic region 
metadata and content part. Semantic region 
metadata may consist of the size of the semantic 
region as it may be dynamic in size, count of the use 
of the content of the semantic region to predict the 
probability that it may be used in near future queries 
and also maintaining the time of content access as it 
will be helpful in determining the least recent usage 
and most recent usage. The semantic region 
metadata is used to detect the regions relevant to the 
query while semantic region content part contains 
the content that will be accessed to retrieve answer 
tuples. The Semantic Distance should be maintained 
using ranking wise. It is also recommended that 
concept of dynamic region be initiated, i.e., the 
region size can be adjusted according to the size 
collection of tuples resulted from user queries. The 
Dynamic Region Size Manager should be specified 
for this important task. The result of the probe query 
in the semantic cache, in raw format, is sent to the 
result refinement module. 

3.5. Cache-memory management module 

The cache-memory management service consists 
of three modules, schema extraction service, 
consistency maintenance service and cache-memory 
mapping service.  Schema extraction service deals in 
the extraction of xml tree schema and then cache-
memory mapping service is used to map them so 
that the consistency maintenance manager 
maintains the consistency between the xml data 
found in the semantic cache with respect to memory. 
To accomplish such tasks, the module has to be in a 
consistent link to the both the semantic cache as well 
as memory as shown in Fig. 1.  

3.6. XML data store 

The xml data store is present in the primary 
memory. The xml data store is managed by the xml 
data query engine. The result of the remainder 
query, produced by the query decomposer, is sent to 
the result refinement module in the raw format. 

3.7. Results refinement module 

This is the final module that deals in the 
refinement of result in a proper manner. Result 
integration service deals in the integration of the 
results from the remainder and probe queries. This 
is important since user should get the complete 
result. Result ranking service can alter the sequence 
of the results so that the result may be arranged in 
required a proper sequence.  
It is further proposed that the result may be 
arranged in required sequence as that of query 
wizard. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented the comprehensive 
framework for semantic cache. The framework has 
been formulated in such a way to depict how the 
query is processed in the semantic cache based 
systems. The framework has been divided into 
several necessary modules, which have further been 
divided into services.  

It is notable that the proposed framework is a 
novel work; all the services within each module must 
be followed because in doing so, we will gain the 
level of effectiveness, but that system will be taking a 
lot of time in query processing thus causing lesser 
efficiency. 

The proposed framework is not compared with 
existing framework for semantic cache systems, 
because it is based on the exploratory study of the 
domain of semantic cache based systems. The 
proposed framework will be considered as a 
guideline for future work in the domain of semantic 
cache. 
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Fig. 1: Proposed framework for semantic cache systems 
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